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	The design process has always been central to construction, but recent years have seen its significance increase, and the ways of approaching it multiply. To an increasing degree, other stakeholders such as contractors have input at the design stage, and the designer’s role includes tasks that were traditionally the realm of other professions.


	This presents challenges as well as opportunities, and both are introduced, discussed, and analysed in Collaborative Design Management. Case studies from the likes of ARUP, Buro Happold, VINCI Construction UK Ltd, and CIOB show how technologies (BIM, podcasting), innovative working (information management, collaboration), and the evolution of roles (the designer-contractor interface, environmental compliance) have changed design management as a process. 


	Starting from a basic level, the reader is introduced to the key themes and background to the design management role, including definitions of the responsibilities now commonly involved, and the strategic importance of design. Influential technologies currently in use are evaluated, and the importance they are likely to have in future is explored. 


	This combination of case studies from leading practitioners, clear explanations of design management roles and activities, and an exploration of how to succesfully achieve collaborative design management makes this a highly topical and uniquely valuable book. This is essential reading for professionals and students of all levels interested in construction design management, from all AEC backgrounds.
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Code-First Development with Entity FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2015

	Take your data access skills to the next level with Entity Framework


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to create, retrieve, update, and delete the data in a relational database using .NET
	
		Choose from an array of examples in C# and VB.NET that showcase the key concepts of Entity Framework
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Unix for Mac : Your visual blueprintї to maximizing the foundation of Mac OS XJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
* Mac OS X combines the Unix power developers need with Mac's ease of use, offering a unique combination of technical elements with enhanced performance, compatibility, and usability

 * Shows readers how to use the Terminal application and the command interface, and explores the many Unix applications using step-by-step screen shots...
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Constructability: A Tool for Project ManagementCRC Press, 2018

	
		This book focuses on Constructability, a project management tool and its effectiveness in promotion of sustainable development and architecture. Constructability concentrates on the optimum use of construction knowledge and experience in planning, engineering, procurement and field operations to achieve overall project...
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Genomics, Proteomics, and Clinical Bacteriology: Methods and Reviews (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	Gazing into crystal balls is beyond the expertise of most scientists. Yet, as we look further into the 21st century, one does not have to be Nostradamus to predict that the current genomics and proteomics "revolution" will have an immense impact on medical bacteriology. This impact is already being re- ized in many academic...
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Java Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2006
Earlier this year, I was asked by an editor at Pearson to write this phrasebook focused on Java. It is one of several in their Phrasebook series. Christian Wenz wrote the first one in the series, the PHP Phrasebook. The concept for the phrasebook series comes from the foreign language phrasebooks....
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WCF 4.5 Multi-Layer Services Development with Entity FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012

	WCF is Microsoft's recommended model for building services and Entity Framework is Microsoft's preferred ORM for accessing underlying data storages. Learning WCF and Entity Framework has become essential and critical for every software developer to survive in this SOA world.


	WCF and Entity Framework are two powerful yet...
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